Experimental Characterization of Cascaded Vapor Chambers for Spreading of Non-Uniform Heat Loads
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Abstract— Thermal management of heterogeneous electronic devices relies on spreading high local heat fluxes in the package lid. The use of intra-lid vapor chambers is an attractive approach if they can be designed for the thermal management of a large total heat load simultaneously with localized high-flux hotspots. Conventional vapor chambers, having a single vapor core, require thick evaporator wicks to avoid the capillary limit at high total power, but these thick evaporator wicks impose a large conduction resistance to hotspots. The recently proposed cascaded multi-core vapor chamber (CMVC) concept consists of a bottom-tier comprising multiple vapor cores that can each diffuse high heat flux hotspots before they reach the top tier, which acts as a conventional single-core vapor chamber. The current study experimentally investigates the use of cascaded vapor chambers for heat spreading of a non-uniform heat load to illustrate this design rationale. The thermal resistance of a solid copper benchmark, a conventional vapor chamber, and a cascade of two vapor chambers are compared for non-uniform heat input. Experiments are performed by interfacing the heat spreaders with a central heater generating the peak heat flux surrounded by a film heater that produces a lower heat flux background power; the other side of the spreaders is interfaced to a cold plate to provide a controlled boundary condition. The results demonstrate that the cascaded vapor chambers offer a notable reduction in thermal resistance relative to the conventional vapor chamber. The enhancement in performance is attributed to the local dampening of the peak heat fluxes at a low thermal resistance, thereby reducing the total thermal resistance of the cascaded vapor chambers relative to the standalone vapor chamber. This result reveals that cascades of vapor chambers have the potential to perform better than conventional vapor chambers through attenuation of hotspots at a low thermal resistance.
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Nomenclature

\[ Q \] heat input
\[ R \] thermal resistance
\[ T \] temperature
\[ x \] length

Subscripts

bg background
cp cold plate
evapevaporator
pk peak
sp spreader

I. INTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art heterogeneous electronic packages include multifarious functional components within the same package. These packages often have highly non-uniform power maps requiring thermal management of a large total heat load simultaneously with high-density hotspots. Internal resistances to heat flow out of the package can result in excessive temperatures that significantly affect device reliability. Current typical thermal management strategies rely on spreading high local heat fluxes by conduction in the package lid, ultimately dissipating the total heat load using a mounted heat sink [1]. Embedding passive intra-lid heat spreaders is a potential approach to mitigate excessive temperatures by effectively diffusing the local hotspots within the package.

In the context of passive heat spreaders, vapor chambers have been established as a reliable candidate for the thermal management of electronic devices [2]. Vapor chambers consist of a sealed chamber lined on the inside walls by porous wick structures that generate a capillary pressure head to passively circulate an internal working fluid. Liquid is continuously pumped to the location of heat input, where it evaporates and it absorbs heat. The vapor flows throughout the inner core and rejects heat by condensation over a larger area, where the heat is then dissipated to a heat sink or cold plate. The reliable passive operation of vapor chambers renders them suitable candidates for integration into high-power heterogeneous packages.

Many recent investigations have focused on designing and characterizing new vapor chamber architectures that change the internal layout and wick structure to affect the fluid return to the evaporator to improve performance [3]. Hwang et al. [4] experimentally characterized a vapor chamber architecture comprising multiple wick columns connecting the evaporator and condenser of the architecture. Koukoravas et al. [5] experimentally characterized a vapor chamber comprising a wettability patterned condenser, using a resistive heater to provide a uniform heat flux of \( \sim 100 \ \text{W/cm}^2 \) over \( \sim 1 \ \text{cm}^2 \). Chen et al. [6] conducted experiments with a vapor chamber containing radial multi-artery reentrant microchannels under a uniform heat flux generated by a light-emitting diode (LED) module. Wang et al. [7] fabricated and experimentally tested copper-water vapor chambers comprising grooved wick structures under a uniform heat flux ranging up to \( \sim 40 \ \text{W/cm}^2 \).
over 9 cm², generated by cartridge heaters inserted inside a copper heater block. Liu et al. [8] experimentally characterized miniaturized silicon vapor chambers under a uniform heat flux greater than 60 W/cm², provided by a serpentine heater over a 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm area.

Several investigations take an alternative approach of focusing on the design of the evaporator wick placed directly over the heat source to increase the maximum heat flux dissipation. A common approach is the experimental characterization of hybrid or micro-patterned wick structures designed for maintaining low surface temperatures while dissipating high heat fluxes over large areas. Hybrid evaporator wicks experimentally characterized by Ju et al. [9] were capable of dissipating heat fluxes exceeding 375 W/cm² over a 4 cm² evaporator area. Weibel et al. [10] experimentally demonstrated grid-patterned sintered wick structures to dissipate heat fluxes greater than 500 W/cm² over a 0.25 cm² evaporator area. Semenic et al. [11] demonstrated the dissipation of 520 W/cm² from a ~0.3 cm² evaporator area using thin biporous sintered wicks. Sudhakar et al. [12,13] characterized a two-layer evaporator wick, which dissipates high uniform heat fluxes of 512 W/cm² from relatively large heat input areas of 1 cm². Separately, many studies have developed and experimentally characterized evaporator wicks intended for dissipating extremely high heat fluxes concentrated in smaller hotspot areas, including power densities of 770 W/cm² [14] and 938 W/cm² [15] over 0.04 cm² areas using biporous carbon nanotube wicks, as well as >1200 W/cm² over ~0.006 cm² areas using copper inverse opal wicks [16].

A notable omission from past work is that both changes in the vapor chamber architectures and changes to the internal evaporator wick designs have not been developed for (or characterized under) conditions having both background power at a low heat flux and high heat flux hotspots, despite the importance and prevalence of this power map. To address this gap, our recent work introduced [17] and performed a parametric optimization [18] of the concept of a cascaded multi-core vapor chamber (CMVC) to spread a total background heat load from the entire die area, while also minimizing the temperature rise associated with high heat flux hotspots. The CMVC comprises a bottom-tier core having an array of many tiny vapor cores over the die footprint that can each dampen high heat flux hotspots at a low thermal resistance before they pass through to the single vapor core that functions as a conventional vapor chamber in the top tier.

The present study aims to experimentally illustrate this design rationale for the use of cascaded vapor chambers by demonstrating that they offer a lower net thermal resistance compared to a conventional single-core vapor chamber. This is achieved by characterizing the thermal resistance of the copper spreader benchmark, a standalone vapor chamber, and the same vapor chamber but with a smaller footprint buffer vapor chamber placed below. The experimental facility, testing procedures, and data reduction methods are first introduced. The measured temperatures are used to compare the total thermal resistance of the heat spreaders and report the trends as a function of the peak and background heat fluxes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

An experimental facility is used to characterize the thermal resistance of a copper spreader, a conventional vapor chamber, and cascaded vapor chambers subjected to a non-uniform heat input. The experiments are performed using a copper spreader (see Figure 1(b)) having dimensions 90 mm x 90 mm x 3 mm, as well as commercially available vapor chambers having dimensions 90 mm x 90 mm x 3 mm (Wakefield Vette) and 30 mm x 30 mm x 3 mm (Novark). The cascaded vapor chambers (Figure 1(d)) comprise a buffer vapor chamber (30 mm x 30 mm x 3 mm) interfacing a top vapor chamber (90 mm x 90 mm x 3 mm; Figure 1(c)) with a gap pad. The non-uniform power map (see Figure 1(a)) has a peak heat load \( Q_{pk} \) over 100 mm² (denoted by red). This centrally located heat load is surrounded by a background heat flux area (denoted by pink), having an edge length \( x_{bg} \) of 22.5 mm, that generates a uniform total background power \( Q_{bg} \).

A. Experimental facility

The experimental facility (see Figure 2), briefly reviewed here, was previously reported in Ref. [17] to evaluate the thermal resistance of heat spreaders at differing operating temperatures and under a uniform heat load. The centers of the heat spreaders are soldered to the top 10 mm x 10 mm surface of an insulated oxygen-free copper block heated by a cartridge heater. The facility is modified for the current study to generate a non-uniform power map. Custom-designed polyimide film heaters (Tramonto Circuits) are affixed to the underside of the heat spreaders, surrounding the central copper heater block, using pressure-sensitive adhesive. The top surface of the heat spreader interfaces with the bottom surface of a cold plate (Aavid Thermalloy) via a thermal gap pad (Tflex™ HD700, Laird). For the cascaded vapor chambers, the top vapor chamber is interfaced with the buffer vapor chamber below using the same type of gap pad. Deionized water is pumped through the cold plate (insulated on top with fiberglass) with a refrigerating bath circulator (RW-0525G, Lab Companion) that controls the temperature.

B. Testing procedure

Experiments are performed with the copper spreader, conventional vapor chamber, and cascaded vapor chambers for different background heat fluxes at a given peak heat flux. For all experiments, the liquid temperature in the refrigerating bath circulator is maintained at 70 °C. The peak heat flux \( q'\text{pk} \) is first set to a constant value ranging from 18.5 W/cm² to 52.2 W/cm². At every peak heat flux level, the background heat flux \( q'\text{bg} \) is then increased from 0 W/cm² to two different heat fluxes of 5.5 W/cm² and then 7.4 W/cm². The peak and background heat fluxes are controlled using separate power sources. For each combination of peak and background heat flux, steady-state data are recorded for the respective heat spreaders once the system temperatures become constant (a change less than ~0.01 °C/s), which takes ~30 min between successive heat fluxes. This set of test points is selected to reveal the dependence of the performance of the heat spreaders on both the peak and background heat fluxes.
\( Q_{evap,cp} \) is calculated based on the difference between the temperatures at the top surface of the cold plate \((T_{pk})\) and the location of the measurements. The voltage across the film heater is measured using a data acquisition system and the background heat flux is subsequently estimated using the electrical resistance of the film heater. The uncertainty in the background heat load is estimated from the uncertainties in the measured voltage and the electrical resistance of the film heater. Heat losses from the film heater are within the uncertainty bounds reported in the results. All uncertainties related to calculating the peak heat load from the heater block are calculated as described in Ref. [19].

The maximum temperature at the base \((T_{evap})\) of the heat spreaders is measured by laying a thermocouple \((\pm 0.6 \, ^\circ C)\) into a shallow groove fabricated on the bottom surface. The temperature at the top surface of the cold plate \((T_{cp})\) is estimated from an average of three thermocouple measurements distributed over the surface. The thermal resistance for the copper and the conventional vapor chamber is then directly calculated based on the difference between the base and cold plate temperatures and the peak heat load \((Q_{pk})\), as:

\[
R_{evap,cp} = \frac{T_{evap} - T_{cp}}{Q_{pk}}. \tag{1}
\]

For the experiment with cascaded vapor chambers, the temperature drop across the thickness of the thermal interface material is directly measured by placing thermocouples in grooves on the condenser \((T_i)\) of the buffer vapor chamber and the bottom of the regular vapor chamber \((T_2)\). The concept of a cascaded multi-core vapor chamber comprises both the top and bottom tier, sharing a common copper wall at the interface. Hence, the total thermal resistance of the cascaded vapor chambers is then estimated by subtracting the temperature drop across the thermal interface material from the total temperature difference given in Equation 1.

### III. RESULTS

Experiments with the solid copper benchmark, the conventional vapor chamber, and the cascaded vapor chambers are used to estimate, compare, and discuss the relative thermal resistances for uniform and then non-uniform heat input.

#### A. Uniform heat load

Figure 3(a) shows the measured spreader thermal resistance \((R_{evap,cp})\) as a function of the peak flux in absence of background heat load. The measured spreader thermal resistance for all of the heat spreaders is observed to remain nearly constant (with a slight reduction for the regular vapor chamber) with an increase in the peak heat flux. The invariance of the spreader thermal resistance for different levels of heat flux is characteristic of a solid heat spreader and therefore is expected for the copper case. For the regular vapor chamber and the cascaded vapor chambers, this is attributed to the dominance of the conduction resistance across the evaporator wicks relative to the vapor core thermal resistance, as previously demonstrated in Ref. [18]. The results show that the conventional vapor chamber performs worse (higher resistance) relative to the copper spreader. While this performance relative to the benchmark is highly specific to the given boundary conditions and design of the commercial vapor chamber, much more notably, we observe that the...
introduction of a buffer vapor chamber significantly lowers the total thermal resistance of the cascaded vapor chambers relative to the standalone vapor chamber. This intriguing result is a key proof-of-principle that the use of a cascade of vapor chambers can provide a thermal resistance advantage by locally spreading heat from a hotspot that is much smaller than the available condenser footprint area.

B. Non-uniform power map

The maximum total thermal resistance of the cascaded vapor chambers is compared to the conventional vapor chamber and the solid copper benchmark with an increasing background heat flux at multiple different peak heat fluxes in Figures 3(b), (c), and (d). In our experiments, the temperature drop across the thermal interface material accounts for approximately 50% of the difference in the maximum evaporator temperature and the average cold plate temperature. For any given peak heat flux, the maximum spreader thermal resistance universally increases as the background heat flux is increased. This is attributed to the normalization of thermal resistance by the peak heat load, as there is a necessary increase in the maximum temperature at the base of the heat spreader due to the increased total heat load, even though the peak heat flux is held constant.

More importantly, comparing the thermal resistance across the heat spreader types for each peak heat flux, the thermal resistance is the largest for the conventional vapor chamber. As in the uniform heating cases, the cascaded vapor chambers offer a notable reduction in the thermal resistance relative to the conventional vapor chamber for every peak heat flux. For a peak heat flux of 18.7 W/cm², the thermal resistance of the cascaded vapor chambers was 26 – 35 % lower than the standalone regular vapor chamber over the range of background heat fluxes. Similarly, when the peak heat flux is 33.6 W/cm² or 50.6 W/cm², there was a 31 - 34% or 14 – 19 % reduction in the thermal resistance, respectively. The buffer vapor chamber attenuates the peak heat flux while simultaneously managing the background power at a low thermal resistance. The local dampening of the peak before it enters the top vapor chamber also attenuates its thermal resistance so significantly that the total thermal resistance of the stack of vapor chambers is lower than the standalone conventional vapor chamber. This promising result provides evidence that the use of cascaded vapor chambers, and thereby the CMVC concept, is a viable strategy for simultaneously spreading peak heat flux and a background power at a reduced thermal resistance.

IV. CONCLUSION

Experiments demonstrate the use of a cascaded of vapor chambers under a non-uniform heat load to reduce the spreading thermal resistance compared to a single vapor chamber. A solid copper benchmark, conventional vapor chamber, and the cascaded vapor chambers are interfaced with a central heater generating the peak heat flux surrounded by a film heater that produces a background power at a lower heat flux. The trends in the measured thermal resistance of the heat spreaders are recorded for a range of peak and background heat fluxes. For the given range of experimental parameters, the thermal resistance of the copper spreader was similar to the cascaded vapor chamber within the uncertainty limits. The results demonstrate that cascaded vapor chambers offer a significant maximum reduction in thermal resistance by 35% relative to the conventional vapor chamber for a given non-uniform power map.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the heat spreader thermal resistance for the solid copper benchmark (Cu; solid line), conventional single-core vapor chambers (VC; dashed line), and cascaded vapor chambers (dotted line). Panel (a) shows the variation of the heat spreader thermal resistance as a function of the peak heat flux when there is no background heat load. Panels (b), (c), and (d) illustrate the variation of the heat spreader thermal resistance as a function of the background heat flux for different spot heat fluxes.

This performance enhancement is attributed to the local dampening of the peak heat fluxes by the vapor core of the buffer vapor chamber, at a low thermal resistance, thereby reducing the total thermal resistance of the cascaded vapor chambers relative to the standalone vapor chamber. This result illustrates the principal design rationale behind the cascaded multi-core vapor chamber (CMVC) concept for heat spreading from a non-uniform power map, as it reveals that a cascade of vapor chambers can outperform a conventional vapor chamber through attenuation of peak heat fluxes at a low thermal resistance.
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